An Indiana Law Concerning Negligence and the Liability of Trees: How this law may affect members of the International Right-of-Way Association.

Depending how the contract is written Right-of Way holders and easement holders may be inadvertently exposed to expensive negligence lawsuits. Property owners in Indiana have a state-mandated “duty to inspect their trees”.

Right-of Way holders and possibly easement holders may take on this duty once they assume responsibility for the property.

It may be important for clients who may own a piece of property to know if the ROW or easement holder will assume the property owners duty to inspect trees on the property.

This article will look at an Indiana law that defines negligence and trees.

A Hazardous Tree

Indiana Supreme Court Ruling
In a 1991 Supreme Court of the State of Indiana decision\(^1\) it was determined

that the “possessor of land in an urban area is subject to liability, to persons using a public highway, for physical harm resulting from his failure to exercise reasonable care to prevent an unreasonable risk of harm arising from the condition of trees on the land near the highway.”

Determining further that a landowner had a “duty... to perform periodic inspections to be sure that the premises do not endanger those using the highway”.

For ROW and easement holders with clients who may have potentially hazardous trees endangering a highway, there is much potential for catastrophic lawsuits. Professionals should take serious notice if there is a tree that threatens “unreasonable risk of harm to a public highway”. Company agents need to know that they or their clients may be liable for any harm that the tree may cause if it falls. Property owners have a “duty” to provide a “routine inspection to be sure that the premises do not endanger those using the highway”.
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Given the current trend toward litigation it is not advisable to take any chances with the law. The question remains: can company agents or their clients perform the “routine inspection” that law requires? Do they understand tree biology and tree characteristics well enough to recognize an “unreasonable risk”? Are clients expecting your company agents to perform this duty? Has the client actually asked for advice concerning their trees or has the company agent accepted this “duty” inadvertently?

Company agents, especially when unqualified, should be careful not to accept the property owner’s duty to inspect their trees. Inspections should be performed by an expert who, at the very least, is a Certified Arborist trained in Tree Risk Evaluation.

Companies should have the company attorney review contracts so that it is clear who intends to perform “this duty to inspect” the trees in the first place. The contract should be explicit as to:

- How this task will be performed
- How often it will be performed
- Who will perform it

Questions Arising from the 1991 Court Case

The case in 1991 was a case pertaining to trees that endangered the highway. One question that arises is whether these same arguments could be made for trees that endanger the general public but which are not endangering the highway?

Consider trees that present “risk of harm” to:

- A neighboring home
- Public parks
- Schools
- Playgrounds
- Sidewalks
- Parking lots
- Golfers on a golf course
- Mature trees near a club house or pool, substation during a lightning storm
- Crowds at sporting events
- Walkers along a local trail system

One argument that often comes up for golf and recreation areas is that people “play (use our facility) at their own risk”. This may be true, but how well will this hold up in court? Another thought: while people play at their own risk at the facility, does that relieve them of risk caused by trees on a property neighboring the recreation area? In most cases the cost of litigation would be greater than the cost of curing the problem.

Another argument is that the falling of a tree or limb is an “Act of God”. This argument has not held up in courts across the country when the property has been “altered” (through development) and therefore “human agency” is involved in the liability.

It is my opinion that it is definitely not worth the risk to ignore dead trees that may endanger the general public. I also suggest that live trees be inspected for weaknesses that would cause the trees to present a “risk of harm”.
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Exploring “negligence”

What is negligence?

Negligence: “The failure to use such care as a reasonably prudent person would use under similar circumstances”. What often must be decided in a courtroom is what action would a “reasonably prudent person” take?

Company policy should define whether it is a company agent’s duty to inform their clients about their trees so that they can make decisions as reasonably prudent persons. Clients often do not realize the danger a tree may present. Many people believe that if a tree has foliage it is healthy. It is important to understand that decay in trees can leave the tree in a weakened state, causing them to fail.

Should your company agents inform property owners about trees that may present a danger to the general public? Many times this means informing them about a tree that they did not even know was a problem. It is in everyone’s best interest to make known to a property owner any potentially hazardous situation on his or her property.

With potentially hazardous trees it would be a good idea to put your findings in writing and have the client sign a copy, especially if they do not plan to alleviate the hazardous situation. Give property owners notice in writing, have them sign it and keep a copy on file.

Who is considered negligent?

A property owner can be considered negligent if he or she has a tree that fails and causes harm to a person or damage to property. Generally the tree has to cause injury or damage for negligence to be claimed. Again, it has to be determined if the person was acting as a “reasonable man” would in the care of his trees.

Also if a professional does not inform his or her clients of a potentially hazardous tree and the tree fails and causes damage, the professional may be considered negligent! The downfall of this whole argument is that any tree at any given time (given the right or wrong circumstances) may fail. Professionals need to continue their training so that they are more qualified to predict which trees are statistically more likely to fail.

What are the potential costs of litigation and what is the potential for financial losses if found negligent?

An approximate cost of a bench trial is $25,000-35,000 or higher.

An approximate cost of a jury trial is $35,000-75,000 or higher.

The average settlement cost of a negligence case can range from $300,000 to $1,000,000 plus. Remember the McDonalds coffee case?
Final thought for Right-of-Way and possibly Easement holders.
During the 1991 case, the landowner’s testimony that “he had not noticed the condition of the tree” was impeached because he was a real estate developer. 5 Be careful! Professional “knowledge” can be used to hold property owners, and possibly their agents to a higher standard of reasonable care.

If a professional does not own the land, he or she should not accept the responsibility for someone else’s “duty to inspect”. Make contracts clear as to trees, the risks they present and as to who has responsibility to care for them.

Do not simply assume a tree will not pose potential threat of damage just because it "looks OK". Cover all the bases and have it evaluated by a Certified Arborist!

Suggested reading

- Arboriculture and the Law, by Victor Merullo and Michael Valentine
- Arboriculture and the Law in Canada, Dunster, J.A. and Murray, S.M. 1997. Savoy: International Society of Arboriculture. It is specific to Canada apart from Chapter 10, which is applicable elsewhere.

Suggested study material for hazard trees
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1 Court case: Valinet V. Eskew, copy by West Group 2000 No claim to U.S. Original works.

2 Limitation acknowledged Vine & Branch Inc. is not an Attorney group so any legal advice should be sought from your Attorney. We just represent our opinion and understanding as it may pertain to you.
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Definitions are from Arboriculture & the Law.